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18 Claims. (CI.256-71) 

This invention relates to improvements in materials 
and methods for the non-destructive testing of materials, 
pieces, parts, or .~tructures (also hereinafter referred to 
as "lest bodies") for subsurface flaws having surface 
openings. More particularly, this invention relates to 
improvemems in fluorescent penetrants and penetrant in
spection methods for testing test bodies. 

The ,ireat -increase in standards of performance and 
maintenance of industrial products and t;quipment dur
ing the past score of y~ars may be attribukd, in a sub
s!l'>ntial measure, to the increased adoption of and im
prove-ments in vHious non-destructive testing techniques 
to the point where, in many industries such as the air
cIaft industry, for example, such t'~chiliques 'hav~ become 
essential and required procedures in manufact\.Jl'e and 
mainter1ance. Among the various non-destructive tech
nique3 which have become available to the art, the one 
which was most quickly seized upon and put to wide
spread use was that of fluorescent penetrant inspection, 
introduced to and adopted by American inQustry sub
stantially contemporaneously with the issuaIlce of the 
Robert C. Switzer Patent No. 2,259,400 for "Plaw De
tection," in which patent the essential and fundamental 
elements of fluorescent penetrant insp~;:tion were first dis
closed and claimf.'.d. 

There are mar.y reasons for the widespread usage of 
fluorescent pene:: ant inspection. In addition to being 
usually Ielatively rapid and im Kpensive, such methods 

• ·are also r,el',erally extremely sen5itive and accurate, sub
stantially regardless of the mater:,als of the body being 
tes:ed. Although fluorescent f'~netrant inspection is 
mo·;t widely used for metal bodies or portions thereof, it 
is :1180 l):led for inspect.ing non-metallic bodies such as, 
for exa:nple, plastic, glass, and porcelain articles and 
parts. 'fhe fluorescent penetrant -inspection methods are 
genernliy most sensitive ir. revealing the location of the 
surfa(;;O openings of flaws in bodies c·f solid, non-porous 
material. However, the porosity of the material of the 
.est body is a limiting factor, especially when employing 
penetrants compounded for and adaptea to the material, 
only to the extent that porolity or lack of of solidity or 
structural strength of the material may render the pro
cedural step of removing thp. penetrant from the surface 

'of the body while retaining tte penetrant substan\~ in 
the flaws or the ~urface openillgs more difficult and may 
require '. l' ,Jerierrce in evaluati£.:$ the flaw indications. 

2 
ings of flaws, the methods will not reveal ftaWs which 
at one time may have extended to the surface of tho 
body hut which have been so tightly closed (as by' 
peening or other working of the surf!U;e or by plugging 

15 with a foreign substance) that no surface discontinuity 
is presented for the penetrant to enter, and the flaw. has 
become, in effect, an internal flaw. The inability of flu, 
orescent penetrant methods to reveal internal flaws su\>. 
stantially beneath the surface of the test body has fre-

10 quently been found' in practice, however, to be an asset 
rather than a deficiency of the methods. Except in highly 
stressed parts designed with a small factor of safety or 
where the internal flaws are gross, the use of other non
destructive testing methods which reveal such internal 

16 flaws may result in "over-inspection," i.e., the rejection 
of a part as flawed when the part may actually be per
fClCtJy serviceable; in practice it has been found that ~ 
surface crack so slight as to be detectable only by fluor* 
cent. penetrant inspection is sometimes more likely to 

20 cause failure of a part in service than a substantial flaw 
well below the surface. If manufacturing operations or 
conditions of use are such that one suspects that the sur
face openings of possible flaws may have been closed. 
then it may be advisable to use cleaning, etching, vibrat-

23 ing, or like procedures which will open possible closed 
flaws ~ither before or during the inspection procedure. 
Whether fluorescent penetrant inspection methods are 
used because they permit the rapid location and evalua
tion of large surface flaws or the detection of minute 

30 ones, the fundamental steps of the method are the samo 
as those set forth in the aforementioned Switzer patent, 
namely, the application to the surface of the test body· 
of a substance which is fluorescent or contains fluo(es
cent ingredients and which will penetrate the openings of 

36 the surface flaws which may be present, the removal of 
the penetrant from the surface of the body (usually after 
time has been allowed for penetration), and then inspec
tion of the test body under relatively invisible fluorescig
enous light, preferably in the substantial absence of visi-

40 ble light. The location of surface flaws will then be re
vealed by the emission, under the influence of the fluc
rescigenous light, of visible light by the penetrant which 
was retained in the flaws andlor flaw openings while the 
penetrant was removed from the surface of the test body. 

(IS Most of the penetrants employ .. >d in fluorescent pene-
trant inspection methods are oily materials or like liquids 
which have substantial wetting action with respect to the 
material of the test body. Inspection is usually con
ducted, by eye or with other light-sensitive means, after 

~O time has been allowed for surface-active forces (which 
camed the penetrant to enter the flaws dn the first place) 
to cause the retained penetrant to creep to andlor out of 
the flaw opening and thus appear on the surface of tho 
test body at or adjacent the flaw openings. Large streaks 

Iili 0, smears of the retained fluorescent penetrant reveal tho 
existence of a large flaw constituting a substantial void 
in the test body, whereas lines reveal cracks and dots 

. reveal pores. Thus, fluorescent penetrant inspection 
methods not only locate surface flaws but permit an 

60 evaluation of the size and type of flaw and thus whether 
the flaws are of a type which should cause the t':5t body 
to be discarded or repaired, if repair is possible or per
milted. 

As a bove indicated, fluorescmt penetrant methods are 
limited to the detection of flaws having surface open
ings; they will not reveal voids, faults, laminations O! in
clusions of foreign substanc.!s (such as .slag stringers in 
iron or steel) which are wholly internl\\. Also, since, by' M 
definition, fluorescent penetrant impe('tioll methods are 
ouly intend~d to reveal the location of the surface open-

Fundamentally, however, the reason fluorescent pene
trant inspection methods are capa hie of great sensitivity 
and can permit ready lo:alion and evaluation of surface 
flaws Qnc~ the fluorescent indications have developed i9 
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that the eye (or other light-sensitive means) only "sees" in opaque casings provided with a light filler which is 
an indication when there is a contrast between light re- relatively transparent to the ultra-violet and relatively 
c:eived from the indication and from adjacent areas. opaque to visible light, thereby passing "black light" 
Under daylight or other normal vhible illumination, the (widely used light. of this type is shown in U.S. Patent 
maximum contrast ratio available fm:n ordinary non- Ii No. 2,388,474). The more intense the "black light" 
fiuorescent indications is in the order of twenty to one upon the fiuorescent indication, the brighter the indica-
(i.e., the best blacks usually reflect at least four percent tion becomes, within practical limits. One limiting factor 
of the incident visible light, and the best whites seldom is that the test body reflects tile black light to the eye-
reflect much more than eighty percent or S\") of such ball of the inspector and, the, human eyeball being itself 
incident light). Under the viewing conditions of fluo- 10 fluorescent, any substantial amount of black light falling 
1'escent penetrant inspection methods, the contrast ratio on the eyeball creates a substantial amount of visible 
is theoretically infinite (i.e., visible light is received light within the eye, blurring the distinctiveness to the 
from the fluorescent indication, and no visible light is operator of the indication on the test piece and often 
received from the adjacent non-fuorescent areas of the causing acute physical discomfort. Another limiting 
test bod};). In practice, fluorescent penetrant inspection 15 factor in regard to the source of black light is that the 
methods may provide contrast ratios in the nature of efficiency of the li!:bt filter is limited, for practical pur-
several hundred to one, and the effect is as though the. poses. If the light tilter passes a substantial proportion 
fluorescent indications, even if very minute in area, had of the ultra-violet genernted by the light source, it will 
been magnified, without loss of distinctness, in the order also pass an appreciable amount of visible light, which 

. of such contrast ratios. 20 decreases the desired contrast ratio. If one selects a 
.. In the decade and a half since fluorescent penetrant light filter which passes a very small proportion of visible 
inspection methods have been introduced, great and sub- light, it also becomes relatively opaque to ultra-violet, 
stantial improvements have been made to increase the necessitating a light sou..ce of increased wattage to pro-
speed, saiety, and accuracy or acuteness of the funda- vide a sufficient intensity of black light; this becomes self-
mental method. By improved penetrants and methods 25 defeating for, by increasing the wattage of the light source 
of handling them, a serious practical difficulty in the to increase the amount of ultra-violet passiug through 
fundamental method has been greatly reduced. In carry- the denser light filter, not only is the amount of visible 
ing out the methOd, care must be exercised to avoid light increased somewhat, but the cost of operating the 
removing the penetrant from the flaws while removing it light source and the amount of heat dissipated in the 
from the surface of the test body; otherwise, the method 30 inspection area incrt'ases greatly. The inspection areas 
cannot serve its purpose. Yet, if, in avoiding removal are generally booths closed or curtained to exclude ex-
of penetrant from the flaws, slight traces of penetrant traneous visible daylight or artificial light and constitute 
are allOWed to remain on the surface in unflawed areas, . 'Ielatively unpleasant working areas for the inspection; 
8Uch traces will eitber give false indications or emit small substantial amounts of heat within such areas can make 
amounts of light, known as "background scum." This 85 the working conditions intolerable and even elaborate 
"background scum" seriously reduces the desirable con- attempts to ventilate the inspection booths failed to over-
trast ratio between the fluorescent indication lind the come the general oppressiveness of having to work in 
non-fluorescent background. This problem has largely substantial solitude in a relatively completely darkened 
been overcome by the discovery that emulsification tech- closed area. 
niques and/or self-emulsifying penetrants (sC': U.S. 40 Summarizing, the nrt has developed penetrants which 
Patent No. 2,465,078 and the co·pending application of possess high fluorescent brightness and which permit sharp 
De Forest and Parker, Serial No. 445,496, filed July 26, separation of the penetrant on the surface of the test 
1954, now U.S. Patent No. 2,806,959), permit a sharp body from that which penetrates the flaws. Further, the 
separation and removal of penetrant from the test body art has perfected developers which enhance thl: fluorescent 
surface without substantially effecting the penetrant in 45 brightness of ihe fluorescent indication and minimize 
the flaws. Also, such emulsification techniques increase fluorescent background scum. Further advance in the 
the safety oi the method and redt'.ce the cost of removing art .;award the ideal of the infinite contrast ratio theoret-
the penetrants by permitting the use of water for pene- ically possible in fluorescent penetrant inspection methods 
trant removal. Further improvements in anll extension appeared to await the development of n;r)re efficient black 
of the process have been made by formulating special ISO light filters and the development of some means in the 
·penetrants adopted for the part!::u1ar material of thl: inspection booths of overcoming the feeling of claustro-
test bodies, by locating and/or developing fluorescent phobia and other psychologically depressing effects in-
ingrcdients which have greater brightness and by im- duced in the inspectors when they perform exacting close 
proving the formulations of compounds for developing work in closed, almost totally darkened booths in which 
the flaw indication. Such developers usually comprise 115 the only visible light would be that emanating from the 
a non-fluorescent, relativelY opaque, light-refle.cting ab- flaw indications and the "spill" of slight amounts of 
sorptive material applied as a dry or wet coating over ghostly violet and blue light from the black light units. 
the surface of the test body after rWloval of the pene- However, in the course of formulating pentrants for use 
trant and before inspection uneer the fluorescigenolls in fluorescent penetrant inspection, a surprising byn-
light. N3 such, the developers tend to draw more of 60 ergistie effect has been discovercd and, in analyzing the 
the penetrant from the flaws, to increase the fluorescent effect, it i~ now apparent that, in striving for the mathe-
brightness of the penetrant by providing a reflecting back- maticel ideal of an iDflnite ';ontra,t ratio betwl~en a light-
ground for the emitted light, and to provide a grea~r emitting flaw indication al'd non· light-emitting or non-
contrast ratio by masking or quenching "background reflecting oackground, the rrt has heretofore failed to 
SC1l1lls' which may remain on unflawed areas of the test 66 appreciat~ or exr''Jre a substantial area for improvement 
body. of fluorescent penetrant inspection methods. A~ a con-

. DeVelopments in equipment for handling the test sequence of this discovery, subs~untial improvements in 
bodies, penetrants, and developers have illcreasefi:he contrast ratio may be obtained without f"rther improve-
practicability of the methods. Substantial efforts haVe> ment of the light filter for the sources of black light or 
also been made to improve the sources of fluorescigenous '10 improvements iu the bootb~ in which the inspection is 
light. In practice, such light is filtered ultra-violet or I,erformed. In falt, in one ;l.spect of our invention, in-
"black light," and such source I have comprised artificial spection bnoths and filters • >vel' the sources of fluores-
light sources, such as mercury vapor discharge lamps cigenous energy, both essential heretofore in the com-
which emit both .isible light and a substantial propor- mercial practil;~ of fluor~ent penetrant inspection, may 
tion of invisible ultra-violet. These lamps lUe housed 75 be omitted a1to~ether, Very high contrast ratios be-
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twoon flaw indications amI the test body muy b\'~ ob
tained, even in the presence of visible light incident to 
the test body. 

An object of this invention is to achieve the advan
tage as set forth above by, providing a novel fluorescent 
penetrant material containing a vehicle and a plurality 
of added fluorescent ingredients which, separately, emit 
fluorescent light which peaks at diff':rent wave lengths. 
Such a penetrant is characterized by the fact that it 
emits visible light of a color of subsu.nti:illy the same 
waV(1 length as the color of the fluorescent emitted visible 
light of one of said ingredients but with a fluorescent 
brightness greater than the brightness of the penetrant 
would be if said one ingredient were the only fluorescent 
ingredient added to the vehicle of the penetrant. In 
other words, it is an object of this invention to provide 
a. fluorescent penetrant containing a vehicle, one first 
added fluorescent ingredient emitting visible light of a 
given wave band, and at. least one additional added in
gredient which boosts the amplitude, i.e., the fluorescent 
brightness, of light emitted by said first added ingredient 
within the wave band of light emitted by said first added 
ingredient. Thereby a more efficient lltilization of the 
energy of incident wide-band fluorescigenous light is 
effected. 

Anllther object of this invention is to provide a method 
for using said fluorescent penetrant and unfiltered fluo
rescigenous energy in fluorescent penetrant inspection. 

Another object of this invention is to provide an im
proved fluorescent penetrant containing, as a vehicle, 
a non-oily liquid which may be removed from the sur
face of a test body by washing in water but which will be 
retained in surface flaws in said test body. 

Further objects and advantages of this invention will 
be apparent from the following further specification and 
claims. 

In general, this invention stems from the discovery of 
and explanation for a phenomenon for which the term 
"fluorescent cascading" has been coined. This phenome
non was observed in a fluorescent penetrant comprising 
a penetrant vehicle in which there was dissolved a black
light responsive fluorescent dye regularly employed in 
standard commercial fluorescent penetrants. This dye, 
when so dissolved, is characterized by a brilliant emIs
sion of visible light predominantly in the yellow-green 
range, peaking at approximately 5,10u Angstrom units. 
'fo this penetrant there was accidentally added a sec.')nd 
dye which was known to be soluble in the penetrant ve
hicle and which was also known to be comparatively 
weakly fluorescent in vehicles similar to that of the pene
trant, emitting, when so dissolved, blue visible light of 
a lower degree of visual distinguishability compared to 
the bright green fluorescence desirable in penetrants nor
mally employed in fluorescent penetrant inspection 
methods. Out of curiosity to ob~erve the degree to which 
the second dye would effect the expected whitening and 
widening of the wave band of the first dye toward bluish 
grel'n, the doubie-dyed penetrant vehicle was tested as 
fluorescent penetrant under black light upon a standard 
flawed block regularly employed in testing fluorescent 
penetrant inspection compositions and procedures. In
stead of the second dye's effecting the (xpected tinting 
of the visible light emitted by the first dye, the visible 
emission was of apparentl:t the same wave band and 
peak of the first dye, namely, 5,100 A.V., but the fluores
cent brilliance of the double-dyed penetrant was greatly 
cIJianced. and withont a 'whitening or widening of the 
band of emission., , 

Further work estabilsh'ed that the peculiar fluorescent 
brightness of the foregoing double-dyed penetrant was not 
due to any effect of the particular penetrant vehicle first 
employed upon the brighf,,~ss of either dye. The phe
nomenon was observed .... ain when the dyes were dis
solved in other solvent vehicles. No chemical reaction, 
lIuch as would produce a new chemical having increased 

/ 

fluoresccnt brightness, would be expel;ted from what was 
understood to be the chemical structures of the dyes, and, 
none was observed. The phenomenrJn of untinted but. 
ellhanced brightness, therefore, appears to b~ attributable 

IS solely to a physical co-action between the dyes. To, 
explain such a co-action, it was assumed as a hypothesis. 
that the two dyes had absorption-emission curves so, 
displaced with respect to each other in the Hertzian., 
spectrum that the emission peak of the second or booster 

10 dye tended to mate or reciprocate with the absorptivo 
valley of the first or emitting dye, so that fiUoieSCCnt light 
energy which would normally be emitted by the second. 
dye would actually not be emitted but would be absorbed, 
by or transferred to the first dye; and further. that such. 

15 transferred energy would be emitted as light energy of 
the same wave lengths 3S of the emission spectrum of 
the first dye. Whether such energy transference would. 
be by actual em'ission of light by the second dye and 
immediate absorption by the first dye or whether energy. 

20 transference would be by electron exchange between the 
co-dissolved dyes (dectrons at a high energy level mov
ing from molecules of the second dye to molecules of 
the first dye, and electrons at a lower energy l;:vel mov
ing from the molecules of the first dye to molecules of 

25 the second) is a theoretical question which may be of. 
no significance if the hypothesis of energy transference. 
between the dyes is sound. The energy transference or 
cascading hypothesis, however, requires further specula
tion, namely, that in the range of shorter wave lengths 

30 spanned by the absorption valley of the second or 
"booster" dye (where the first dye is presumably non
absorptive or reflective) the absorption characteristics 
of the second or booster dye must predominate over 
any reflection characteristic of the first dye_ Still an-

3lJ other requisite characteristic of the booster dye, if tho 
hypothesis is sound and cascading of energy does occur, 
is that the second dye be relatively reflective of or trans
parent to light of the emission range of the first dye. 

In general, the above hypothesis of cascading appears 
40 to hold when applied to combinations of other fluorescent 

dyes whose absorptive-emission curves appear to ap
proximate the conditions requisite for operation accord
ing to the theory. Departures in actual performance 
from what would be expected according to theory are 

45 generally attributable to the departure of the actual 
absorption-emission curves of the dyes from ideal curves 
and to the fact. that the dyes are not perfect transformers 
of energy, just as no actual non-fluorescent colored dye 
has been found which exhibits perfect efficiency as a 

50 selective absorber and reflector. 
Expressed in terms of emission and absorption char

acteristics of fluOlcscent dyes added to a suitable pene
trant vehicle, the erhission of the first added flUorescent 
dye may peak in the red range and exhibit maximum 

55 absorption in the yellow-green range, being less absorp
tive of light energy in the ranges of shorter wave-length 
light, i.e., the visible blue and violet and invisible neaf 
ultra-violet. To the penetrant vehicle is addd a second 
or cascading fluorescent dye whose emj!:.~ion peaks in 

60 the yellow-green range, i.e., the range of maximum ab
sorption of the first dye and whose i.bsorption is at a 
maximum in the near ultraviolet to blue range. As indi
cated above, the second or cascading dye should not be 
especially absorptive in the orange to red range, i.e., it 

65 should be relatively transparent or r~fiective in the emis
sion range of the f,rst dye. In nermal visible light, a 
solution of the first dye would :lppear to have a cerise 
or bluish-red color (sometimes identified as minus-green 
in the color photography art), and a solution oi tho 

70 second dye would appear yellow (s01'letimcs identified as 
minus-blue in the color photography art). The resultant 
emission spectrum of the penetrant containing H:e cas
cading dyes is not a broadened range from yelloVt through 
red, as might be expected. Instead, the emissioL r4llg~ 

74 of the combined or cascading dyes is substantially the SIUllO 



red range of the first dy'". and the etnis~ion peak 1& in sub· 
stantially the same range as the p~k of the firnti<1\ye but 
at a substantially greater amplitude. The totall IIlffect is 
that the dyes ill cascading relationship to each otfimr make 

8 

a 'substantially greater efficient use of incidentt :lfluores- I) 
cigenous energy, concentrating emission in ac m!latively 
narrow band and spreading absorption over- III ;greatly 

oresce much 111oro brightly Ul:dr;r conditioll~ simulating 
conditions of actual use. but very flne flaws which might 
not be noticed or not eve~ re, ealed by prior art pene
trants are readily discernible when inspected with pene-
trants made according to this invention. . 

Example 2.-8elf-emulsifyillg-two dye 

To the vehicle of Example 1, the following dyCs are 
added: 

wider band. ' 
It is to be understood that the absorption and! <mnission 

spectra of the dyes in cascading relatioI1Slliy, :are not 10 -----------------.---
limited to those given in the preceding generali arounple 
as 'illustrative of the cascading principle; tbJr- <emission 
pt'aks and absorption valleys may shift towardl :!:!lorter 
Wave lengths and may be less spaced. The siignillcant 
relationship is that the absorption valley of tJre, a:ascaded 
dye mates or substantially reciprocates with the:lIlMission 
~ of the cascadiug dye. and the cascadinm dye is 
SUbstantially transparent or re!lective in tIJe, lIlmission 
band of the cascad.ed dye. Further, this inventfum is not 
limited to the use of two dyes in cascading relmtionship. 
Three dyes' may be employed as. for exampire, where 
two cascading d.yes are employed. the two havinm :absorp· 
tion valleys in different wave bands but botln <emitting 
approximately in the absorption valley of the' a:ascaded 
dye and being transparent or reflective in th6' <emission 
range of the cascaded dye. Or three dyes maw :also be 
used where a first dye is cascaded by a secmnd dye, 
which, in tum, is cascaded by a third dye emiitring ap· 
proximatfily in the absorption valley of the semond and 

Grams pel' 100 
MUUlltelll of 

Vebicle 

In this example, the cascaded dYe (1) fluoresces red; 
, the cascaded dye of Example 1, above, becomes the 

cascading dye in this example. lhe same relative in-
20 crease in fluorescent brighLless of the penetrant under 

fluorescigenous light is obtained. 

Example 3.-8elf-emulsifying-three dye 

(A) The cascading dye (2) of Example 1. if added to 
25 Example 2, will obviously become a cascading dye for 

the cascading dye (2) of Example 2 which. in turn, will 
. continue to cascade with the cascaded dye of Example 2. 
, (B) Another triplet of dyes in cascading relationship 

which may be added to a suitable vehicle is as follows: 
being either substantially transparent or reflecmv:e in the 30 ---------_______ .... ___ _ 
emission bands of the first and second dyes. We have 
not found that it is practkal to attempt to casc:ade more 
than three dyes, but it is witUn the scope of CIlDl" inven
tion to do so. 

Illustrative, but not limitative examples of tIalscading 
fluorescent penetrants made according to our- iinvention 
are as follows: 

Exalli!'le 1.-Sel/-emulsifyillg-two di>re 

Dyes 

35 §} Rbodamlne B extr!l •••• _ .......................... . 
2 (a) Rbodamine 6 ODN ••••••••• _ ................. . 
2 (b)' N butylBIllino 1.8 napbtba! N·butyJlmlde._ .. 

Grams per 100 
MUlllltelllof 

Vehicle 

0.0486 
0.076 
0.123 

VebiJle 

In the foregoing example, the cascading dyes (2) (a) 
and (2)(b) absorb in different bands. but both emit in 

40 a range in which the cascaded dye is absorptive. 
;~w!'l In the three-dye cascading system, whether the dyes all 

cascade in series or the cascading dyes each cascade to 
Kerosene. ___ .. _ ......... _ .................. _ .......... _._ 92 the cascaded dye. a further increase in fluorescent bright-
Oll·soluble Nllulslfylnn agents: ness may be obtained, but the increase does not appear 

Atlll8 Tween 85 (Polyoxyethylene sorbitan trloleate)_ ! 4 as pronounced as the increase obtained with two dyes 
Atlas Tween 80 (Polyoxyctbylene sorbitan monoJeate). • Ii 

, 
ArlaoolO (Sorbitan BesClu!Oleate)-· ..... • ... •• .. ·----l 2 in cascading relationship over a single dye. The explana-

!---1-00 tion may be that it is generally not desirable to employ 
incident fluorescigenous light which contam'l appreciable' 
ploportions of light energy shorter than near ultra-violet. 

~rl~~ ~T IiO ~h:~7:;~1 t~~ :~~1~~:C~~~s l~~:~n~f ~~~~-~~l~r~~ 
Webiclo inspector can be protected from the harmful effect of 

-----------------t---- a wider spectrum of incident fluorescigenous light, a three
(t) 4 N butylBIllino 1 8 napbtba! N·butyllmlde •• _ ... . 
(2) 4 methyl? dletbyi BIlllno coumarin ............... . 

(\ r' dye system, with dyes selected to absorb over the wider 
o.'iI\ 

56 spectrum, may be used to give a greater boost to the 
brightness of the final cascaded dye. but generally the 
simplicity, economy, and effectiveness of the two·dye 
system using safe and conve'ltional light sources whose 
substantial spectrum does not extend apprcciaHy below 

60 the near ultra·violet range seems to outweight any in
crease in brightness obtainable with a three or more dye 
system. 

Example 4.-Post·emulsify'llg 

The vehicle of Examples 1-3 above is especially formu· 
6IS lated for self-emulsifying fluorescent penetrant f,)r use in 

the water·wash fluorescent penetrant inspection method 
as disclosed and claimed in the United States Patent to 
Ward, No. 2,405,078 for "Method and Composition for 
Locating Surface Discontinuities." issued July 30, 1946. 

70 Cascading dyes may also be used advantagcolJsly in post
emulsifying penetrants formulated for une in insllection 
procedures as disclosed and claimed in the above·identified 
co·pending application of deForest and ,'r"rker, Serial 
No. 445,496, now U.S, Patent No. 2,806 )!'9. For ex-

The oil-soluble emulsifying agents are disperr.~ed in the . 
kerosene to render th;~ penetrant self·emulsilljYing when 
washed with water from the p:rrt being inspected. The 
dyes are thell dispersed in the vehicle. The catw:aded dye 
(1) emits in the yellow to yellow-green rang6' \when dis-
80lved aloHe in the vehicle. The cascading dye': ,(2) emits 
a seemingly relatively dim blue light if dissoiiv.ed alone 
in the vehicle. When both are dissolved, the': ;penetrant 
will emit fluorescent light of substantially the smme color 
as if the cascaded dye alone were in the vrehicle. but 
the fluorescence will be much brighter, especiially when 
compared sidc·bY-3ide with the fluorescent briillhtness of 
a penetrant containing only the dye (1) on crracked test 
blocks having cracks of substantially the samle number 
and degree of fineness. It is only when the: JlCnetrants 
are compared as rouined penetrants in the oprenings of 
fiDe flaws thc.t a true evaluation of their brigthtness for 
fluorescent penetrant inspection can be made., :Not only 
dbe3 a penetrant made according to this invQ}ntion flu- 74 ample, the dyes of Examples 1 and 2, above may be adde<1 : 



9,020,90a 
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to the folJowillg vehicle in the SPinO pl'Oporlion as in 
tho vchicl~ of Examples 1 and 2; 

.. ,I Vehicle 

10 
pcnrlin ~ llP,)l1 whether c}qwcted flaws w()l1ld b(' re1nljvely 
deep or shallow. The vehicle is '!'u(:b that, ill its undtluled 
state, it appealS to dissolvo relatively slowly in water, but 
as. it becomes diluted, it dissolv>'lS rapidly. Thu..'1, with. Parts by 

Volume 

~Ibntyl phtbalate ... _. ____ ._ •• ___ •• _ ... __ .... __ ._ •• _._ ••• _ lIO 

G normal care, the fluorescent penetmnt wi!! wash from tho 
surface of the test body but remain in the flaws. 

YIoI __ • __ ._ ••• _ •••• _._ •••••••• ___ •••• _ ..... _ ••• _ •••• _ ••• _. 70 

100 

~--------------------------~---- 10 
'Solvent-removable penetrants.-The basic patent on 

fluorescent penetrant inspection methods (R. C. Switzer 
Patent No. 2,259,400 for "Flaw Detection," issued October 
14, 1941) discloses the removal of fluorescent penetrants 
by solvents or by wiping, abrasion, or other mechanical 16 
steps. Such non-emulsified fluorescent penetrants have 
largely been superseded by emulsifiable fluorescent pene
trants of the type disclosed in the preceding examples for 
use in the above-mentioned Ward process or in the above
mentionr.d DeForest and Parker process. It has been 20 
found surprisingly practical and effective, however, to 
employ this invention in solvent-removable fluorescent 
penetrants for use according to the process as disclosed 
in the above-mentioned. Switzer patent. Such fluorescent 
p.enetrants. comprise a plurality of ituoresc,nt dyes in 2f) 
cascading relationsWp to each other carried in a suitable 
vehicle having satisfactory wetting and penetrating char
acteristics for the test bodies. While such penetranf~ may 
l>e lipophilic in nature and soluble or dilutable in non
aqueous solvents for the vehicle, the most practical pene· 
trauts ofthis general class of solvent-removable penetrants 
are those which are soluble in, or at least relMively readily 
dilutable with, water (all heri::.aafter referred to as "water· 
soluble fluorescent penetrantl"). In fonnulating such 

30 

.Example 6.-Water-soluble-multi-component, vehicle 

VehIcle Parts by 
volume 

10 
W' 

The diluent, water, is added to the-miscible component 
(·1) andsr./rred, heated, or allowed to stand until an ap
parent truu.. solution is obtained. 

Grams per 100· 
m1ll1llters of 

vehicle 

The above dyes, the same as in Example 5, appea.r to 
dissolve in all components of the vehicle and cause 'the 
penetrant to fluoresce the same as in Example 5. The 
penetrant may be hanlled in the same manner as in Ex .. · 
ample S and resists wash-out. 

~xample 7.-Water·~·oluble-mulli·component vehicle' 

Vehlc13 Partaby 
weight 

water"soluble fluorescent penetrants, two problems must 36 -------------------1:----
~r :'rt:er~~:e:to (~~ :~~t~e~n~~~C;U! n:eyw:a~ Q~ m ~~t~:!_~~~~_s.o.~~~~~~~~~~~:.:::::::::::::::::: 1,00:;. 
washed' from the surface of the test body and (2) the. ... .. 
cascading' dyes must be carried in a fluorescent state in Th~ mIscible comp~nent (1) IS sU1~blY dIssolved·lJl 
the vehicle and re-main in that state when retained in the 40: the diluent, w£'ter, as 111 the two precedmg examples. 
flaw opening. The second problem is overcome by select· 
ing dyes which are soluble in the vehicle directly or by 
means of one or more coupling agents in which & dye 
is soluble and which, in turn, is soluble in one or more 

Dyes 
GrlUl1J! per 100 . 
m1l11llters of 

vehicle 

major components of the vehicle. The first problem is 45 ~1) Uranlne YelloW' .... _ ••• __ ._ ••• _ ••• _ ••• _.~ ••• _ •• _ ••• 
often of no moment when the flaws to be detected are ,,2) Beta methyl umbelliferone._ •• _ ••• __ ........ __ •• _._ 

TIle dyes are dissolved in the vehicle, in which tho' 
miscible element appears and functions to enhance the
solubility of the dye in the water as well as to impart a 
preferential tendency of the vehicle to remain in cracks' 
rather than to Le washed out. The cascaded dye (1). 
fluoresces yellow and the cascading dye (2) fluoresces 
blue; in combination in the vehicle they present an ex-

in the nature of dee?, narrow cracks which mechanically 
prolect the penetrant from wash-out. If the flaws are 
relatively wide O~ shallow, wash-out can be prevented by 
selecting: a single or multi-component vehicle which is 50 
relatively slowly soluble in water except in aqu~.()us mix· 
tures predominantly consisting of water and exhibits a 
tendency to wet the walls of the flaws preferential to its 
tendency to rdpidly dissolve in water. Examples of such 
suitable water·soluble fluorescent penetrants are as fol
lows: 

55 tremely bright yellow fluorescence in the small quanti· 
ties which appear at or adjacent flaw openings at the 
time of inspection. Example 5.-Water-soluble-Single-component vehicle 

[VElIleI,E: SULFONATED CASTOR OIL (TURKEY 
RED OIL)] 

------------------~------_.-------- 00 

Example B.-Wafer-so/,. ble·-multi-component vehicle 

Veblcle Parts by 
weight 

S~) Diethylene glycol .. __ ._ ...... _ ............... __ ••••• _ ... M 
60 
1 O. 25 ~~ ~~~~yibeiiiene·sodium·suipiion8i&::.::::::::::::::::: 0.25 65 ________________ -'--__ _ 

_______________________ -L ____ __ 

The above components are mixed and appear to mutu· 
The dyes are dissoived directly in the vehicle, as by ally dissolve into each other. 

stirring. The cascaded dye (1) fluoresces -red in solu· 
tion; tlte cascading dye (2) fluoresces yello·;I. In com· J 
bination they present an extremely bri.~t red l1uorescence. 70' . Dyea . G~rlt':~ ~!f 
In use the penetrant exhibits excellent p<u. ration on vehicle 
nearly all test bodies; after apr,lication alii lllowance 
of time for penetration, it is removed frorf. t;1 ~ surfaco (1) Fluol"lSooln .... _ ............... _._ ............ _..... .03 
by subjecting it to moderate scrubbing sprays 01 by flush· (2) 4 methyl 7 d1ethyl amino C)(JUlQarln._ ....... ____ .... .14 

ing it from the surface of the t~st body with water, de- 'III 



" if 
'rho (,l1()Vc Jy'~o, nrc lli~~oll'e(1 In the vellkle, Ihe ens

cad~cl dye (I.) fllJOrcscI;S a yco:islJ yellow and tb-: ellS' 
~d!ng dye (2) fluoresces a blue; !:l combinatioLl in the 
vehicle the I rluoresce a brilliant greenish yelbw in ilia 
small quarltitiesr.o:maining in or around the flaws at the 
time of inspecting the test bodies. .. 

~ample 9.-Water-soluble-multi-component vehicle
three dye 

12 
the I ~ngc of emi~sion of the ca~c[\ded dye !hai': would be 
I'ctlC(;(CU by 1111 C<jlllvall'llt UJ W ot tilt) h.:st bod'! even 
~,uder moderate incident. illumination, it is now possible 

6 LV \aUi')' out fluorescent penetrant inspection in relatively 
open ~eas having moderate visible lighting or under .... 
black lIghts having filters which pass a substantial per
centage of visible light as well as more ultraviolet than 
s~onger filters which filter out substantially all visible 
hght. Under such conditions of inspection the inspec-

Parts by 10 tion booths, if used, may be sufficiently i11~nated to 
__________________ 'I_w:,:.e:,.:!gb:.:.:.t_ ~:lVer~ome the ~epressing effect on the inspector of work

mg m substflnt~ally total darkness. Likewise, the power 

Vehto1e . 

gLe~~~~~(~~-~~~I~~~:~~~:.::::::::: ~·la ~~te~~ :;:;~ ~gh:e ~~a~i~l~~;~:;a~~~::e ~:~ 
_":'"'. _________ .....:. ______ -L ___ u light source will be passed by the filters. 

The above components are mixed and appear to dis-· 
solve mutually into each other. 

Indeed, it is' ·.even possible to eliminate inspection 
booths ;and filtere~ sources of fluorescigenous light and 
!o provide ample light fot workers other than inspectors 

2 m the area in which inspection is carried on. This may 
~itr~ ~'f 0 be accomplished by illuminating the area with light ___________ -". ____ .I __ vllhl_oIe__ sources which produce substantial quantities of ultra-

D:ves 

violet and visible light of a wave-length less than the 

g.} ffft,lne ~~.--.-.-.-.-.. -.-.-..•. --.-........... 0.15 wave·lengths of the range of light emitted by the cascaded 
8 4 metgtf7 dletbO li8_~,~btheJ N.blityUmlde......... 0 15 d F I Y Y =0 coumacin.:... •• ;........... 0: 15 25 yeo or examp e, if the emitted light of the cascaded 

__ '--____ dl:'e is red, the inspection area muy be highly illuminated 
.. The forego!n.g vehic:le has been found especially suit~ WIth mercury vapor lights which emit substantial amounts 

able. It exhibIts a hIgh degree of penetration without, of u~traviolet and. visible light 11) through green, but 
regard to the composition 0: the test body, i.e., it is practic~y n~ red ltg.ht. Fluoresc:,nt lighting tubes which 
equally successful. in penetrating flaws in metal, glass, 30 are defiCient m red lIght are also available. To heighten 
ceramICS, or plastiCS, provided the flaws are (:lean and the contrast ratio between the red indications and tho. 
?il.free. It. exhibi!S excellent washabilIty, i.e., retention ~nfla~ed. area of. the ~est body subject to the incident 
m flaws while leavtn~ on unflawed surfaces no significant illummation defiCient m red, the inspector may wear 
residual fluorescent scums or filnts which could give gogg~es which readily pass red Ught but effectively filter 
f~lse indications or diminish the contrast of the back-' "'5 out light in the range absorbed by the penetrant. Simi
ground with true indications. Evaporation of the water" l~r1y. ~ec.ause the eye i~ usually aighly sensitive to green' 
in the vehicle during use i,J objectionable only in that ltght, It IS often practIcal to illuminate the area with 
washability may be decreased; instead of decreasing sensi- light ~ources provi~Jing ,ultraviolet and visible violet and, 
tivity, sensitivity appears to increase. No evidence of blue ltght but defiCient ill green and longer wave lengths 
toxic reactions. or d7rmatitis has been observed amonc: 40 Othe~ adv~ntag~ and modifi<:ations of the above-dis:' 
operators workmg WIth penetrants er,lploying this vehicle. clos~ mventlOn ~ill be apparent to thm1e skilled in ili,e 

When the above dy& are dissolved in thl} above vehicle~ art Wlthout departing from the scope of the invention as 
the dye (3) appears to cascade both the other dyes (1) set. forth in the appended claims. In tIte appended 
lind (2) and the cascaded dye (2) appears to cascade the claws, the term "fluorescent dye" is to be understood 
dYe (1). In combination with eE.ch other and the fo::e- 4:1 to mean any organic or inorganic sUOstance which is 
~:oing vehicle, the dyes emit an extremely bright yellow soluble in tbe penetrant vehicle and which is added to or 
fluorescence in and! or around the flaws at the time of disilersed in the penetrant vehicle to cause the pc;netrant 
illspe.ction. vehicle to fluoresce, if the vehicle is non-fluorescent, or 

. In employing the foregoing aqueouo, solvent.removable to cause the vehicle to fluoresce in a different hue from 
p~netrants, the part to be inspected is' suitably prepared ISO that of its natural fluoresence; if the penetrant contains 
aild th\~ penetrant is applied to it by coating or immer: a dye 0.1' other substance added to cause a liquid com-
Si')11. . Allowing sufficient time for penetration, the pene- ponent of the vehicle to have a fluorescence simulating 
tr,1l1t IS washed from the surface of the body preferably the natllml fiuorCfccnce of the hydrocarbon fraction and 
wl,!h a slightly s<:wbbing spray of water, cale generally the like"~ .mther thIn to serve as a Cfscading or cascaded 
b~Lng taken to dIrect the spray obliquely to the surface 1S5 fluorescent dye in combination with. another fluorescent 
of! the article to wash off the penetrant without washing dye in tile penetraut, such dye is to be construed as part 
pe'n,etrant in the flow openings. The flaw indications of the vehicle wd not one of the added dyes recited in 
m:,l)' then be developed, as with absorptive powders or the claims. Likewhe, it is to be understood that in tlte 
sus?ension of powders, such ns French talc, light mag- appended ch.ims, the term "vehicle," unless otherwise 
ne sr.um carbonate, etc., in the fashion disclosed in the 60 connoted from the text of the claims, is to include any 
above Ward patent. The part is then inspected under emulsifyir,g agents 1)1' agents added to improve the pene-
fluorescigenous lighting, where the fluo1'(''scence of the' trabililv or wD:lhthility of the per,etrant. 
penetrant retained in the flows and appearing at the sur- Wb.nt L'l claimed is: 
face opening will reveal the location of the flaws. 1. A penlltraat r.omposition for use in fluorescent pen-

All of the foregoing fluorescent penetranti, their fluo- 86 etraut illspection metb.)ds for locating flaws in test bodies 
rescent brightness being increased by the cascading dyes consisting c~,seI!t.~ 'l~' of a flow p~netrating liquid vehicle 
to give a greater cvntrast ratio between the penetrant and a plu"ality o~ ~uorescent :iyes mutually dissolved 
appearing at the flaw openings an.d the unflawed areas in said 'ehicle, flaid dyes having emissive and absorptive 
of the test body, are suitable for use rnder ftItered ultra- spectra estahlishing Ei cascading relationship betv'eell· 
violet in substantial diU'kness and, whe!l so used, will givo '10 the dyes ~~~re\Q light eile~gy emitted by a cascading dye 
b~ighter and more readily detectable indications than peaks wl;Win the absorption range of E. cascaded dye 
penetrants conl2.ining a single fluorescent dye or a plural- and light 1~lnrgy emittr;d by t.'1e cascade! dye peats at 
ity vf non-cascl1(Ung dyes. However, because of the ex.. a bani!; :01 longer wa"'e length than the band in Whl!;ll 
treme brightncs~, of the fluorescent indications, it beillg the ca~\:<ldb.llf. dye peruls, sald cascading dye being on''',' 
possible to callS(, tlw penetrant to emit far more light in 71S staDtiaiJ.y fl'Jo·t',bsorphve of l~t of the wave band of. , 

. ' 
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the ('mission peak of the casl;"oed dye and the emission 
Ill"!. o( Ill\l ,;a,,',llkd dye bc;ng ill tl.e vi"ibk ~'.'ec,rllm. 

:l. A penetrant C,Ol1'yosition as defined in c1"im 1 ill 
which the emission peak of :!aid cascllded dye lies in the 
.. ed range and the range of maximum absorption lies 5 
in the yellow-green range and in which the cascading dye 
has a range of maximum absorption which extends into 
the ultraviolet. 

3. A penetrant composition as defined in claim 1 in 
which the emission peak of the cascaded dye lies in the 10 
yellow-green range, and the range of maximum absorp
tion lies in the blue range and in which the said cascad-
ing dye has a range of maximum absorption which extends 
into the ultraviolet. 

4. A penetrant composition as defined in claim 1 in 15 
which the dyes are at least three in number, a first 
cascaded dye, a second cascading dye in cascading rela
tionship to said first dye, and a third dye in cascading 
relationship to said second dye. 

S. A penetrant compositon as defined in claim 1 in 20 
which the dyes are three in number, a first cascaded dye 
and two cascading dyes each in cascading relationship 
with said first dye but having different ranges of maximum 
absorption. 

6. A penetrant composition as defined in claim 1 in 25 
which one of said dyes is a fluorescent rhodamine dye. 

7. A penetrant compositiol). as defined in claim 1 in 
which one of said dyes is a blue-fluorescing coumarin 
dye. 

8. The method of inspecting test bodies for flaws 30 
comprising the steps of applying a fluorescent penetrant 
as defined in claim 1 to a test body, allowing said pene
trant to remain on said body, removing penetrant from 

. the surface of said test body, and then inspecting said 
test body under fluorescigenous light to locate flaws 35 
having surface openings, said fiuorescigenous light illum
inating said test pir.ce being a light having a visible 
spectrum which is relatively dl~ficit~nt in the range of 
the emission of said penetrant with re~pect to the visible 
component of such fluorescigenous light which is of a 40 
shorter wave length than the said emission range. 

9. The method of inspecting 1') defined in claim 8 in 
which said penetra.nt emits red ~ight. 

10. The method. of inspecting as defined in claim 8 in 
which said penetrant emits gr :en light. 4.5 

11. The method of inspecting as d~fined in claim 8 
in which said peneLratit contwnr; an emulsifying agent 
rendering said penettnot self-emulsifying and said pen
etrant is removed from the test body b}' ~ ... ashing the 
sam~ with water. 50 

12. The method. of inspecting as defined in claim 8 
in which said penf;tranl contait s a water-immiscible ve-

. hicle and said penetrant .is removed by applying an 
emulsifying 'lgent to said tesL body after said penelrant 
has been applied and drained and a fijm of {lene~l'ant 55 
remains on thf.l surface of the test body, alle,wing said 
emulsifying agent to di~,per~e into said penetrant to a 
depth equal to said remaining filII'. of pent t ('ant, and 
washing said film of penetrant and di$perse6 emulsify-
ing a~ellt trom. said test body. 60 

13. Th.-: method of inspecting de~ned in' :~laim 8 in 
",hich :·a:d penetrant comprises a w:'tel'-miscible vehicle 
rdativelj' slowly solubJe in water and washi:'g said pen
etrant from said test bo(iy at a rate faste,: illau said wash 
water C!ln dissolve sa 'j t vehicle until said :l?enetrant has 65 
been w;lShed from t;l,~ surface of said test body but 
before faid peneulUlt. is w~hed out of the openings of 
turface I'laWB. 

14. lhe meiliod of inspecting as ddlnecl in claim 8 

14 
includiog the step of inspecting the test body through 
1 flltCI f'~s'in~ li;i1( emitted bl' the fluore,cent pc'lIctrant 
and excluding subsllulIi:l!!y all wave ICll~th;; ll[ light fe
Hected by said te.<t lJody when illuminated by said source 
of fluore.qt.:!genous light • 

15. A composition for inspecting test bodies for sur
face flaws consisting essentially of, a water miecible ve
hicle more slowly soluble in water than said vehicle can 
be washed from the surface of said test body, first and 
second fluorescent dyes dissolved therein. said second 
fluorescent dye being mutually soluble and in cascading , 
relationship with the first fluorescent dye in said vehicle, 
wherein light l!nergy emitted by. a first dye, a cascading 
dye, peaks within the absorption range of the second dye, 
a cascaded dye, and light energy emittcd by the cascadl.ld 
dye peaks at a band of longer wave length than the 
band in which the cascading dye peaks, said cascading 
dYe being substantially non-absorptive of light of the 
wave band of the emission peak of the cascaded dye and 
the emission peak of the cascaded dye being in Lite visible 
spectrum. 

16. A composition for inspecting test bodies for sur
face flaws as defined in claim 15 including a third 
fluorescent c~'e in cascading relationship with the other .. 
dyes in said penetrant. 

17. A penetrant composition for inspecting test bodies 
consisting ess.!n:ially of a vehicle consisting essentially 
of water and oae or more water-soluble vehicle com
ponents selected from the class consisting of polyhydric 
alcohols and alkyl-aryl ethers of polyhydrlc alcohols, 
and a plurality of fluorescent dyes mutually dis wived in 
said vehicles, at. least two of said fluorescent dyeJ being 
in cascading relr.tionship with each other, whereiD light 
eilergy emitted by a first dye, a cascading dye, peaks with
in the absorption range of the se~ond dye, a cascaded 
dyo, and light t,nergy emitted by the cascaded dy" peak.;; 
at a band of IO.lger wave length than the band in which 
the cas<:ading dye peaks, said cascading dye bein~ sub
stantialiy non-absorptive of light of the wave band of 
:he emis:liou peak of the cascaded dye and the emid3ion 
peak of the cascaded dye being in the visible spectrum. 

18. A penetrant composition as t1efined in claim 17 in 
which said verucle consists e3~~ntially of water in ex
cess of appr~,ximately thirty to forty perc·!nt by weight, 
diethylene glycol, aud an alkyl-aryl ether of diethylene 
glycol. 
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